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GUIDE PRICE £465,000 - £485,000 Whether
you are looking to buy a home for the first
time or you are up or downsizing, we're sure
you are finding that there is very little choice
on the market, with you possibly having to
settle with a lovely looking yet maintenance
heavy older property or more modern houses
that maybe loses some of that aesthetic
appeal you love - with any of these choices
possibly being in a location that just isn't
quite right.
St. James Road just ticks so many boxes.
Positioned within a private mews that is
friendly yet quiet, you really can have it all.
Coming home after a hard day at work or just
relaxing in your wonderful, sunny garden,
looking back up at your house were sure that
you won't be disappointed with just how
lucky you are!

Inside, the spacious layout covers all bases
and a real crowd-pleaser, with all the rooms
being in perfect harmony with each other. 
A well-proportioned kitchen is a great place
to cook up a storm in, with a possible 2
eating areas on the ground floor; the through
lounge can more than accommodate a dining
table but  we would opt for  the sty l i sh
conservatory, with it's views onto the garden
and is perfectly positioned for you and your
guests to all spill out onto when dinner is
done and the drinks start flowing!
Upstairs this is a house with an ace up its'
sleeve. All the bedrooms are a great size so
you can have the kids sorted or even have
once of the rooms as a fabulous workspace!
There is also a family bathroom and even a
cloakroom on the ground floor that serves
this home.
So, what about location? Well you really are
in the center of it all here, being within a
short walk into town, with a vast selection of
shopping facilities, restaurants and bars, with
excellent transport links whizzing you up to
town in no time at all. 
So, downsides? Well if you consider the
property also has a garage, were struggling
to find any!

Sutton, SM1 2TT
St. James Road



GROUND FLOOR
Lobby
Cloakroom

Living/Dining Room
27'9 x 13'11 maximum (8.46m x
4.24m maximum)
Kitchen
14'1 x 6'7 (4.29m x 2.01m)
Conservatory
9'8 x 6'8 (2.95m x 2.03m)

FIRST FLOOR
Landing
Bedroom 1
13'11 x 9 (4.24m x 2.74m)

Bedroom 2
14'2 x 6'10 (4.32m x 2.08m)
Bedroom 3
8'10 x 6'10 (2.69m x 2.08m)
Bathroom
7'6 x 5'4 (2.29m x 1.63m)

OUTSIDE
Front Garden
Rear Garden

Garage En-Bloc



These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must
satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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Viewing

Please contact our Butler's Office on 020 39 170 160
if you wish to arrange a viewing appointment for this property or require further information.


